INTRO TO PRESSURE
What is pressure?
In physics, pressure is defined as force/area. For instance, the pressure from snow on
a roof would be the weight of the snow divided by the area of the roof. In chemistry,
usually pressure comes from gases. When you blow up a balloon, you put gas inside.
The gas molecules bump into each other and into the walls of the balloon. Although
the force from each molecule bumping the balloon is very small, when you put
enough air in, all the collisions add up and make the balloon stretch and get bigger.
The absence of pressure is called vacuum. For hundreds of years, people thought that
vacuums were impossible and unnatural: "nature abhors a vacuum". This isn't actually
true. Miners had noticed that they could only pump water about 10m up a pipe; the
vacuum at the top from the pump wasn't strong enough to lift the water any higher. In
1641, Berti tried an experiment. He built a giant pipe about 13m tall next to his house
and filled it with water. The top of the tube was sealed. The bottom was in a big
bucket. The he made a hole at the bottom so water could flow out of the tube into the
bucket. Water flowed down until the water column was about 10.3 m high. Then it
stopped.
Torricelli, later a companion of Galileo, experimented further. He noticed that a
column of mercury (similar to the column of water in Berti's experiment) will be 760
mm high. Water has a density of 1 g/mL, while mercury has a density of 13.5 g/mL.
10.3m/13.5 = 763 mm. From this he concluded that the column of liquid is held up not
by pull from the vacuum above but by push from the weight of air (the atmosphere)
on the open surface of the bucket. The weight of the mercury column, water column
and air column were the same.

Traditionally, pressure was measured using a barometer, which originally was just a
tube with a column of liquid. The greater the height of the liquid, the higher the
external pressure.
Barometers can be used to measure pressure, which can be used to predict weather.
Often low pressure means rain or storm is coming.
How do we measure pressure?
We can use a column of liquid, or other methods. One involves a small flexible
container with a vacuum inside it, prevented from collapsing by springs. It expands or
shrinks depending on the pressure, and this can be measured. Now there are also even
smaller, simpler electrical barometers.
What units should we use?
There are a crazy number of units for pressure! A traditional unit is the torr or mmHg.
This just means the height of a column of mercury. Atmospheric pressure is about 760
torr or mmHg, as discussed above. You might also see mmH2O, which uses the same
concept, but in this case because water is less dense than mercury, atmospheric
pressure is about 10.3 mH2O.
There are some more modern units also. In SI, we use Pascals: 1 Pa = N/m2. Often it's
more convenient to use bar: 1 bar = 105 Pa. Another unit you may have used before is
the atmosphere: 1 atm = 1.01325 bar = 760 torr. The atm is close to the average
atmospheric pressure.
When you use pressure units, because there are so many of them, you should be extra
careful to check your units and make sure they cancel properly (see Dimensional

Analysis for more). If you are using SI units in the rest of your calculation (like forces
in N, mass in kg, etc) your pressure will probably come out in Pa.
How do we control pressure?
Often we want to control pressures, making them either higher or lower than
atmospheric pressure. For instance, in chemical industry, many reactions are run at
high pressures. In the lab, we might use low pressure to pull a liquid through a filter or
evaporate a solvent. We also can use vacuum techniques to do "air-free" chemistry, if
we want to study molecules that react with water or air, by removing all the air from
our containers before adding the chemicals. Many important instruments used in
physics and chemistry, like electron microscopes, only work under vacuum.
To make a vacuum, we usually use a pump to remove air. We can't make a perfect
vacuum that doesn't have any gas molecules, but we can reduce the number of
molecules to quite low levels. To get ultrahigh vacuum, or even just high vacuum, we
might use 2 or more different types of pumps. Some pumps work by repeatedly
expanding a volume, so that the gas expands into the bigger space, then gets separated
from the area that is being evacuated. (See some images on Wikipedia.) Or we could
absorb the gas molecules onto a surface to remove them the space being evacuated.
Normal vacuum cleaners used in homes might be at 0.2 atm, while ultrahigh vacuum
in a lab might be 100 nPa.
To make very high pressures, scientists sometimes use diamond anvils. For instance,
geochemists who study how rocks form might put a bit of water and mineral powder
between the tips of two small, pointy diamonds (just like you might see in an
engagement ring). Then they push the diamonds together, and the force gets
concentrated onto just the tiny tips of the diamonds, so the pressure is huge, like 3

million atm. And because the diamonds are clear, the scientists can watch what
happens right through the diamond!
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